STANDARD TREATMENT:
Onsite Rules for Filming At Southern California Edison Properties

These standard conditions are site specific and could vary depending on filming location.

- No direct or indirect reference to Southern California Edison (SCE) or its subsidiaries will be made or implied.
- SCE signage, logos or identification marks must be concealed by Permittee.
- The actual location of the Property must be concealed by Permittee.
- Permittee shall not deviate, change or alter from the filming scenes as described in the documentation provided during review process.
- Permittee must obtain all necessary and required permits and clearances from city, county, and state agencies or organizations.
- Permittee shall arrange coverage by city or county police and fire units during production, and shall have necessary fire permits and fire department coverage during special effects sequences.
- Permittee shall coordinate all special effects with a special effects practitioner hired by SCE. All fees for this practitioner will be paid by Permittee. All special effects sequences must be approved by SCE prior to implementation.
- No vehicle crashes or dangerous operations will be attempted on the SCE Property.
- Permittee shall disclose to SCE the presence of any hazardous materials brought to the Property by Permittee.
- Permittee shall pay any costs associated with the activities of SCE in returning the Property to its functioning capability.
- No equipment of any kind, or any personnel, can come within 20 feet of any energized power line or conductor or area containing energized equipment.
- No drugs, alcohol or weapons are permitted on the property at any time.
- Film companies will supply their own portable toilets, electricity by use of a generator, and trash dumpsters for all days of “prep”, filming, and “striking”.
- All on-site, overnight security (if necessary) will be provided by SCE and be paid for by the film company. No exceptions.
- Access roads and driveways will not be obstructed at any time for SCE and/or emergency vehicles. No trailers, vehicles or equipment will be parked/stored so as to block or obstruct such.
- No lifts of any kind (forklifts, man lifts, scissors-lifts) will be allowed on the property without prior SCE approval.
- No smoking allowed in any building. All cigarette remnants are to be disposed of in an appropriate container (ash tray/bucket with sand/water).
- No open toed shoes or sandals are allowed on site (actors are exempt).